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Mr. President and Chairman of the First Senate Prof. Dr.

Stephan Harbarth, LL.M.
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Dear Mr. President Harbarth,

Enclosed you will find a copy of a letter to the District Court of Pinneberg. As you can easily

see, it was about a charge according to § 130 StGB. I was not aware that in Stutthof

(according to an obscure source) there had been gassings of people in a gas chamber built

for delousing. But it was demanded of me that I should have been more pontifical than the

pope!

What to say about this is in the enclosed copy.

Dear Mr. Harbarth, you and I know that in relation to the unspeakable Holocaust there is a

whole series of life sentences that must not be mentioned. Therefore, I also do not pay up

these here!

And now, dear Mr. Harbarth, please take note of the fact that I somewhat plotzlich want my

rights back! And indeed ALL RIGHTS!!!!!!

It interests me thereby a Scheif1dreck, daf1 that means, daf1 quite many heavy criminals in

the highest positions of the state in accordance with article 20 exp. 4 GG because of war

crimes against the German people (which the OFFENKUNDIG NIGHT ANGEHOREN CAN)

before state courts placed and executed!

If you do not immediately pu t th ings in order, you may find yourself among the first

defendants.

The satanic system that has taken hold worldwide is collapsing. What kind of poster did

the OTV union once have?

• Foreigners, do not leave us alone with these Germans!

• A colleague had to point out to me that the quoted sentence was set in old

German. The rest of the poster was not!

I am one of those Germans. That's why I just couldn't be finished!

Subscribe to DeepL Pro to translate larger documents.
Visit www.DeepL.com/pro for more information.
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Dear Ms. Willsch:

Thank you very much for your acquittal on 19.01.2023!

Unfortunately, the acquittal is worth nothing, because a continuing mass murder of

cancer patients, in which in the meantime more than three billion people worldwide

have been murdered, murdered for base motives, was neither discussed nor

acknowledged as a motive for my aur.izations.

Even if you start to scream now: In Holocaust ,,only" terrible six million people were

murdered. CHEMO has slowly reached three billion

,,made"! Do you really not want that as a motive !assen?

You stand therefore simply not in the right life, but on the side of the ZERSTORER of

the life! Have you really not understood this?

It is clear to me what the reason for this is: At the very top sit the real mass murderers,

who are now recognizable because their houses of cards are already collapsing.

If you had not "waved" the fine, I had been able to show you simple ways in which

you could easily change your charisma. In my opinion, in the direction of much more

groundedness.

It mur.i now be called the evaluation basis for the ,,success" of their work.

You have not been able to scare me! Only that could have been the goal of the day!

Your "real bosses" will chide you for this.

In German: Satan is quite spiritual, only his slaves not, because they were left him

otherwise immediately!

The real Germans are the only living beings on earth who can stop the satanic mass

murderers. Thus, I have also provided you with the basis for understanding the

current events in the world.

Only it is unclear to me whether you can grasp this simple connection.

von Stosch
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